
Registration Requirements for Paper Authors
New policy effective beginning with the 2006 IAS Annual Meeting

Each technical paper that is accepted for inclusion in the Annual Meeting conference
record must be associated with a qualifying conference registration. Only full conference
or one-day conference registrations are considered to be qualifying registrations. Student
registrations, life member registrations, or other reduced-price registrations are not
considered to be qualifying registrations. Cancellation (with refund) of qualifying
registrations after publication of the conference record will not be permitted without the
completion of a substitute qualifying registration at the applicable rate.

Each qualifying registration may be used for up to two papers accepted for inclusion in
the Annual Meeting conference record. Additional accepted papers may be included for
$125US each. When the final version of each accepted paper is uploaded, it must be
submitted in conjunction with a qualifying registration confirmation number. This
confirmation number can be used to enable uploading for at most two papers without the
additional fee(s).

Authors may supplement their qualifying registration fees so that the confirmation
number may be used when submitting more than two accepted papers. Note that authors
may select the number of additional (greater than two) papers to be uploaded when the
original registration application is completed or an existing (completed) registration may
be modified.

Please note that the conference registration process may be integrated with conference
hotel room reservation. Also note that modifications to existing reservations may take
time. Paper submission deadlines are firm deadlines, so authors must allow sufficient
time to complete the full conference registration process including any registration
modifications as necessary.

Failure of authors to meet these requirements prior to conference record publication
deadlines will result in removal of accepted papers from the conference record. If
necessary, papers will be removed in the reverse order in which they were submitted
without consultation with the author.


